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Archery Tag- Elimination Style Game Regulations 

Weekend PE Archery Tag  League Season 1 

1.0 General Information 

The following rules and regulations are created with the intent of facilitating the enjoyment of 
the sport for all participants irrespective of their skill level. The rules are subject to review, and 
at the conclusion of each league, will be reviewed and may or may not be revised based on the 
analysis of the previously completed league.


It is the responsibility of the player to ensure that they have read and understood the rules en-
closed within. In the circumstances of confusion or controversy regarding the rules, Weekend 
PE reserve the right to make a final ruling concerning the matter.


1.1 Code of Conduct 

Players will know and understand all playing and safety rules.

The referee’s decisions on the field are final, respect their integrity and judgment. Be responsi-
ble for your actions and maintain self-control at all times.


1.2 Safety Rules 

Safety masks must be worn at all times whilst a match is in progress. Only masks specifically 
approved for Weekend PE are permitted to be used in the league.

Strictly no physical contact. Participants may never touch another player or their equipment.


Alcohol or drugs are not allowed on the premises, nor are players under the influence permitted 
to participate.


Do not tamper with the hire equipment. If you are having trouble with your equipment, alert a 
staff member.


All bows must only have a draw weight of up to and inclusive of 30 pounds.


1.3 Unsportsmanlike Behavior 

It is understood that the nature of the game is fast paced and competitive, however it is ex-
pected that every player conducts themselves in an appropriate manner.

Behavior that is detrimental to the game will not be tolerated under any circumstance. This in-
cludes but is not limited to


1. Racist, sexist or homophobic comments directed at the other team. 
2. Unnecessary roughness, physical abuse, fighting or attempting to assault another 
player. 
3. Rude verbal taunting. 
4. Intentionally inflicting pain or loosing arrows at close range at another players’ face. 
5. Excessive use of foul language. 
6. Cheating. 



In order to protect players, Weekend PE management and the league organizers reserve 
the right to deliver official warnings and suspensions to players found in violation of any 
of the above, and may ask the instigator to leave the playing field or, in severe circum-
stances, leave the premise. 

Further, breaking any of the above rules in the Code of Contact can lead to a League 
Ban, warning, or forfeit of games at the discretion of the Weekend PE.  There will be no 
refunds in the event a player or team breaks rules in the Code of Conduct.  

2.0 The Equipment 

All players are required to wear all prescribed safety gear.


It is required that players wear sports shoes.  The following will not be permitted during game 
play: Sandals, Flip-Flops, or other non-athletic footwear. 


2.1 Protective Gear 

The most important and essential piece of protective gear are the safety masks. If you wish to 
provide your own mask, it must be a goggle covering a minimum of the eyes and face, and se-
curely fastened around the head with a band.


The mask must be worn at all times whilst a match is in session. Under no circumstances are 
masks allowed to be removed whilst a round is in session.


Knee and elbow pads are permitted to be worn, but must be of soft construction and non-
abrasive.


Players are permitted to wear bracers or armguards in order to protect their arms from bruising 
inflicted by the bow string.


Referees have the final say on whether or not the protective equipment is of an acceptable 
standard.


2.2 Bows 

The only bows that players are permitted to use are the bows provided by Weekend PE.


2.3 Arrows 

Only arrows supplied by Weekend PE are permitted for use. These arrows are specifically de-
signed for recreational Archery Games.


3.0 Rosters: 

a) Teams consist of 3 players on the court at one time. A minimum of 2 players are needed to 
start  a match.

b) Team rosters are limited to a maximum of 6 players

c) Players may sub in and out between games.

d) All players must have signed up, registered for league, and completed all waiver forms.  




e) Any Team bringing in players not signed up for the league will be forfeited and at Weekend 
PEs discretion banned from the league.  

f) Complete Youth teams going vs Adult teams can have +1 player on the field.  This includes a 
4 vs 3 match up. 


3.1 Game Timing: 

a) Archery Tag matches will consist of 7 minute games. 

b) Teams will play as many matches as possible over 21 minutes.    

c) Once time expires, the official will start another game. The official will be in charge of man-

aging the clock.

d) Teams can have a 2 minute break between games if necessary


   
3.2 Playing Area: 

The playing area will be outlined on the court by cones. The playing area

is divided into two team sides divided by a central Safety Zone. 


If an arrow flies outside of the field boundary, a player may retrieve it, but must re-enter the 
field immediately after retrieving the arrow.

 If a player does not re-enter the field immediately after retrieving an arrow, they are

 liable to be called out by the discretion of the official.

 A player may be “tagged” when retrieving an arrow from a field boundary.


Safety Zone (Middle Zone): Players may enter the Safety Zone (Middle Zone) to retrieve an ar-
row; however, they cannot shoot an arrow while in the neutral zone. When in the Safety Zone 
players may not be hit  or eliminated by the opposing team.  A player may enter the Safety 
Zone only to retrieve arrows.  If a player stays excessively in the Safety Zone the referee may 
grant a warning or eliminate the player from the game.  Maximum time for a player to stand in 
the safety zone without retrieving arrows is 3 seconds. 


a) Players may not cross the line into the opposing team’s zone.


Start of the Game: All arrows will start in the center of the Safety Zone. The beginning of each 
game will start with an opening rush at the border of the safety zone. All players must wait on 
the outside of the Safety Zone Boundary line and wait for the officials whistle. Once the whistle 
is blown, players can rush towards in the Safety Zone to retrieve as many arrows as they can.


a) Players are subject to be eliminated as soon as the whistle blows. As stated on the Safety 
Zone Rule: Players cannot shoot an arrow while in the neutral zone.

    

Elimination Style (classic)

When a player is hit with an arrow, they are out of the game until one of their teammates catch-
es an arrow


4.0 The Game: Basic Rules 

The objective of Elimination style of play is to eliminate all players on the opposing team during 
each 7 minute game.  




The Team that eliminates all the opposing players will win that game.  


Games can end in a tie if the teams have an equal amount of players remaining at the end of 7 
minutes.  


The Team that wins the most Games over 21 minutes will be the winner of the match.


See below for Overtime rules


Overtime 

If at the end of the 21 minute match the teams are in a tie each team will select 3 Archers and 
will go into Sudden Death mode.  The first Team to eliminate a player on the opposing Team 
will be the winner.  


4.1 Getting a Player Out:  

· Players are expected to follow the  honor system if they are struck and must remove them-
selves from the game.  Archery is a fast pace game and Referees cannot identify every elimina-
tion.  The referee has the final decision in all player eliminations.  If a referee identifies a player 
not acknowledging being eliminated that player can be permanently removed from the game.  


A player is considered out and must leave the court if: 

· The player is hit with an opposing teams arrow in any of the following areas:

o Players body (including the head)

o Any and all clothing (uniform)

o Any equipment (bows, arrows, masks, etc.)


· The player shoots an arrow that is caught mid-air by an opposing player


Recalling a Player: A player can return to the game if: 

If an arrow is caught then that team can have 1 archer return to the game.  The order of players 
returning must be based on First-Out - First-Return.  Thus, the first player eliminated will al-
ways be the first player to return to the game upon a teammate catching an arrow.  


Officials: 

The officials will call have the final call on determining if a player was tagged, or if a player 
caught an arrow. If any rules violation occurs, it is up to the discretion of the official to deter-
mine if a player is declared out.


Hits 



A hit is counted as only the head of the arrow striking any part of a player. This includes the 
player’s body, head, bow and any arrows held.


The arrow must be shot from the bow to hit an opposing player. Thrusting the arrow to hit an-
other player is not a valid elimination, and repeated offenses will result in penalties.

Once the arrow head has struck a player, it is no longer considered in play. It is not possible to 
eliminate two players, by skimming the arrow off one player into another.

If the arrow comes into contact with any of the surrounding walls, safety netting or roof, it is no 
longer considered in play.


Eliminations 

If a player is eliminated, they must move to the closest boundary of the playing field in a timely 
manner before moving to the designated “out area”. They will also indicate that they are out of 
play by holding their bow above their head. They are not to hinder play by loitering in the area, 
or behaving in such a manner that it obstructs either team from attempting to play.

If the player that was eliminated was holding arrows at the time, the player may pass the ar-
rows to their teammates. Eliminated players are not permitted to collect arrows from the 
ground to distribute to their teammates as they exit the field.  Eliminated players collecting ar-
rows can result in team forfeiting the match, player penalty, or other penalties against the team 
or player at the referees discretion. 


5.0  Reviving Players 

Players can be revived by catching an arrow that is in play and has not struck any objects or 
players. The arrow must have been shot by a member of the opposing team.

The catch must be “on the full”, made with the player’s hands and the player must be in full 
control of the arrow. Catching an arrow by any other means, such as between the torso and 
arm, or between the legs, is not a legal catch. Players must not come into contact with the 
head of the arrow whilst attempting to make a catch. The best way is to catch the arrow on its 
shaft. If a player attempts to catch an arrow but drops it, they are still safe so long as the player 
did not come into contact with the head of the arrow. It is possible to attempt to catch an ar-
row and accidentally deflect it into a teammate, thereby eliminating them.


Players are revived in the order in which they were eliminated. Only players that were in the 
round are able to be revived. A player is considered in play as soon as they step back into the 
playing field.


5.1 Rule Enforcement 

Rules will be enforced primarily by an honesty system. It is expected that players display good 
sportsmanship and act honestly when deciding whether or not they are hit, eliminated, or 
whether or not a player revive was within the rules outlined above. Referees will also assist in 
enforcing rules.

In the event that the teams cannot agree on a decision, it is the responsibility of the referee to 
make the ruling, and their decision is final. Teams are free to seek clarification on a ruling dur-
ing the interval.

Any cheating, blatant dishonesty or failure to follow the directions and ruling of the referee or 
match officials will result in penalties.


6.0 Player Misconduct and Penalties 



All players are expected to act in a sporting manner and show respect to match officials and 
each other. Players are required to act in accordance with the code of conduct outlined in sec-
tion 1.1. Behavior deemed by the referee to be in breach of these regulations will be penalized 
and can lead to a yellow card or a red card being issued to the player.

Yellow cards are a given as a warning to the player for their behavior in the match. Players who 
have been cautioned with a yellow card may continue playing the game. If a player is issued a 
2nd yellow card in the same match, they are immediately issued a red card.

Red cards are used for grievous breaches of conduct, and may be issued without prior warning 
to the offense. A player who is issued a red card will be required to immediately leave the field, 
and are excluded from the remainder of the match. Furthermore, the team the player was on 
will play with one player short for the rest of the day.  


